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DIRECTORY SYNC PRO

Directory Sync Pro
establishes
organizational
collaboration in a
powerful sync
solution.

Efficiently Sync Your Business
with a Shared Directory
During a merger, it’s critical for your users to find each other for
collaboration. Directory Sync Pro sets up and maintains a sync between
multiple systems. It can sync Active Directory forests or Active Directory and
Domino Directory. Now, users in merging organizations can find each other in
a shared address book. It is flexible enough to adapt to any environment,
from the simple to the complex, meeting unique needs for any organization.
With Directory Sync Pro, you can efficiently sync all mail-enabled objects,
including users, contacts, mail groups, distribution lists, databases, shared
mailboxes, rooms, and resources. You also can do a “dry run” to test the
synchronization, first. You can fully automate the process, to be confident
your data syncs correctly.
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Configure
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Quickly
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Sync mail-enabled objects
between environments for
better collaboration and
productivity

Resolve conflicts easily –
even during the sync

Designed to handle even the
most complex scenarios

Skip, rename or update
targets for objects, or even
merge source members into
target lists

Adapt to meet custom
requirements

_

Easy to use to fit
organizations of all sizes

Consolidate data about
multiple directories into one
source for detailed analytics
and powerful insights

_

Choose the objects you want
to sync between
environments

_

Sync between Domino Directory
and Active Directory or between
Active Directory forests

_
Gain a unified address book
_
Test the sync in a dry run

_
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Learn More about Directory Sync Pro, and Start Planning Today!
www.BinaryTree.com/Products/Directory-Sync-Pro
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